
EOVE-150
Life Support Ventilator
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PACKS

Life support ventilator EOVE-150

Thanks to its design and its high definition intuitive graphic interface, the EOVE-150
ventilator combines comfort and simplicity of use for caregivers to high ventilation
performances. The vast choice of ventilation modes and circuit configurations ensure an
effective ventilation for adult or pediatric patients from 3.5 kg.

The life support ventilator EOVE-150 pack includes :

⋅ The Life Support ventilator EOVE-150
⋅ A double limb adaptor
⋅ A leakage / mouthpiece single limb adaptor
⋅ An O2 inlet connector
⋅ An AC power charger module
⋅ A transport bag

EOVE 150 EO-DB2-1P-KIT EO-LMPADAPT                    EO-O2CON

EO-PWRCHRG              EO-CARBAG1X0
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External battery pack

The external battery pack offers 9 supplemental
ventilation hours for an enhanced mobility and safety. A USB slot also
allows the patient to connect an external tablet or a Smartphone in
order to keep a graphic interface in all circumstances.

The external battery pack includes :

⋅ An external battery
⋅ A discharge cable to link the external battery to the EOVE-150
⋅ An AC power charger for the external battery

EO-BAT9                      EO-BATCHRG                    EO-BATCBL
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Bags

Transport bag for EOVE-150

The Transport bag is used to store and transport the EOVE-150
ventilator. Its design allows the patient to store the ventilator and its
accessories, power source and circuit.

Travel bag for EOVE-150

The Travel bag allows the patient to move with the complete
EOVE-150 ventilator. Two external battery bags (optional) can be
hooked, giving the patient up to 18 hours of battery life.

Nomad bag for EOVE-150

The Nomad bag allows to use only the ventilation module while
moving, allowing the patient to move easily with his ventilator over
the shoulder or as a backpack, keeping a graphic interface thanks to
the Smartphone application or to a dedicated external tablet.

Battery bag for external battery pack

Combined to the Nomad or Travel bag, the battery bag allows the
patient to easily carry one or two external batteries, offering a
mobility solution with 9 or 18 hours battery life.
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Accessories

Battery packs coupling cable

Thanks to two external battery coupling cable, the patient will get 18
hours of external battery life.

Coupling cable for AC power

The Y cable AC power charger allows to link the AC power charger to
the EOVE-150 external battery for more safety. In case of AC power
loss, the ventilator will run on external battery, giving the patient more
autonomy.

Car lighter DC cable

The car lighter DC cable allows the patient to connect the EOVE-150
ventilator or a stand-alone ventilation module to a car lighter, for
highly secure long distance travels.
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FiO2 kit cable

The FiO2 kit cable allows to link the EOVE-150 ventilator or a
stand-alone ventilation module to a FiO2 measuring cell (not
provided), and to activate associated alarms and record FiO2 data.

Proximal flow sensor

Put at the end of the circuit and linked to
the EOVE-150 ventilator or a stand-alone ventilation module, the
proximal flow sensor allows to measure the expired volumes in single
limb configuration with exhalation valve. Used in pediatric mode, it
allows an effective and secure ventilation for patients from 3.5 kg,
and allows the volume monitoring from 30 ml.

Kit double limb adaptor

It contains the double Limb adaptor and the inbterface. It could be
used to switch from a EO-DBADAPT to the new Double Limb
Adaptor
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List of reference

PACKS REFERENCE PHOTO

Life Support ventilator
EOVE-150

EO-150VNT US

External battery pack EO-BATPCK

ACCESSORIES REFERENCE PHOTO

Transport bag for
EOVE-150 ventilator

EO-CARBAG1X0

Travel bag for EOVE-150
ventilator

EO-TRVELBAG1X0-EVO

Nomad bag for EOVE-150
ventilation module

EO-NOMADBAG-EVO

Battery bag for external
battery

EO-BATBAG

Supplemental belt EO-BAGBELT
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Double branch adaptor V1 EO-DBADAPT

Double Branch Adaptor V2
Single Patient

EO-DB2-1P

Kit Evolution Double
Branch Adaptor V2 Single
Patient

EO-DB2-1P-KIT

Double Branch Adaptor V2
Single Patient Module
Interface

EO-DB2-1P-INTERFACE

Exhalation valve kit
(membrane + cover) for
double limb adaptor

EO-EXHVALVE

Screw for double limb
adaptor

DBSCREEW

Double limb adaptor
protection

EO-DBPROTEC

Leakage / Mouthpiece
adaptor

EO-LMPADAPT
EO-LMPADAPT5 (x5 packaging)

O2 inlet connector EO-O2CON
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External battery EO-BAT9

External battery discharge
cable

EO-BATCBL

External battery charger EO-BATCHRG

Coupling cable for AC
power / external battery

EO-YCBLPWR

Car lighter DC cable EO-CARCBL

FiO2 kit cable O2CELCBL

Proximal flow sensor EO-PFLOWS
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EOVE-150
COMPONENTS

REFERENCE PHOTO

Docking station with
EO-Display

EO-DCK1SLT

Ventilation module EO-VM150

Air inlet standard filter
(x10)

EO-AIFF

Air inlet pollen filter (x10) EO-AIPF
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ACCESSORIES

Nonin XPod for SpO2 monitoring

The Nonin Xpod SpO2 cable allows to link the EOVE-150 ventilator or
the EOVE-70 secretion management device to a Nonin SpO2 sensor,
and to activate associated alarms and record SpO2 data.

Trolley for EOVE devices

The EOVE Trolley allows to put EOVE device in a roll stand at the
hospital and to move it easily.
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LIST OF REFERENCES

ACCESSORIES REFERENCE PHOTO

Nonin XPod for SpO2 monitoring EO-SPO2CBL

Upright brackets EO-UPRIGHT

Trolley EO-TROLLEY

AC power charger module for
EOVE-150 

EO-PWRCHRG

Docking / Module locking screew
for EOVE-150

DCKSCREEW
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Contact

Air Liquide Healthcare | VitalAire Canada
6990 Creditview Road, Unit 6
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 8R9

www.airliquidehealthcare.ca

Tel: 1-888-629-0202
Fax: 1-888-828-0202
E-Mail: cs.vitalaire@airliquide.com

Air Liquide Healthcare is a world leader in medical gases, home healthcare, hygiene products and healthcare
specialty ingredients. It aims to provide customers in the continuum of care from hospital to home with medical
products, specialty ingredients and services that contribute to protecting vulnerable lives.

Changing care. With you.




